Longitudinal evoked potential studies in hereditary ataxias.
We studied multimodal evoked potentials (EPs) longitudinally in a series of children with Friedreich's ataxia and ataxia telangiectasia to determine both their diagnostic utility and their correlation with clinical regression. The auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) were abnormal only in the children with Friedreich's ataxia. The abnormality seen in these patients was a rostral-caudal loss of the ABR waves. The visual EPs (VEPs) were abnormal in many of the patients; those with ataxia telangiectasia had unusually low amplitude or absent VEPs, occasionally with increased latencies, whereas those with Friedreich's ataxia had normal amplitude VEPs, often at increased latencies. The somatosensory EPs were usually of increased latency or absent in these patients. Unlike the ABR and VEPs, they did not serve to differentiate the groups. Changes in the EPs appeared to reflect clinical deterioration; patients with little change in their EPs over several years were regressing very slowly, whereas others had rapid deterioration in both EPs and clinical status. We suggest that the EPs are diagnostically of value in degenerative ataxias and may be of value in monitoring these patients and their response to therapy.